Tender support and business
opportunities
··
··
··
··
··
··

Market insight
method statements
Tender evaluation
Contract Negotiations
Technical and commercial
Detailed reports for the preparation of an
ITT (Invitation to Tender).

Based on our large network we have a thorough understanding of business opportunities for maritime service providers. Marine
Masters assist with review and evaluation of
tenders with in-depth advice, enabling our
clients to make a timely, informed decision
based on all the facts.

Salvage support & marine consultancy
Marine Masters’ core team consists of four
senior maritime professionals with extensive
experience in salvage, offshore construction
and transport & installation. We are able to
provide complete teams to manage the full
scope of a project, but our experts can also
be hired individually. Our core team works
closely with a network of seasoned professionals, allowing us to deliver tailor-made
solutions for every project.
Cost-effective
Marine Masters work with lump sum fees or
individual rates. We offer competitive rates
for our high-quality service, compliant with
client requirements.
Marine Masters are always on stand-by with
24/7 assistance under any circumstance.

Contact
Marine Masters B.V.
Dorpsstraat 171
NL-3284 AE Zuid-Beijerland
The Netherlands
Call us 24/7 : +31 686 813 413
Email us: info@marinemasters.nl
Europe/Africa:
Henk Smith
h.smith@marinemasters.nl
+31 620 010 632
Middle East/India:
Gaurav Bakshi
g.bakshi@marinemasters.nl
+91 99202 22233
Asia Pacific:
Hans Langsrud
h.langsrud@marinemasters.nl
+852 9855 3444

MARINE MASTERS
SALVAGE SUPPORT and
MARINE CONSULTANCY
Marine Masters provide
operational support and consultancy
in the Salvage and Offshore industry

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
SALVAGE SUPPORT
MARINE CONSULTANCY

SALVAGE AND EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
Marine Masters’ track record counts more
than 250 salvages. We regularly work for P&I
clubs, underwriters and shipowners. Marine
Masters have provided assistance in numerous emergency response activities, wreck
removals, towages, ship to ship transfers and
other offshore projects.
Our service can be tailored to precisely
match your needs and typically includes:
·· Hull modelling
·· Rapid emergency response advice on stability and structural strength
·· 24/365 availability to give real-time support at the incident location

MARINE MASTERS

SALVAGE SUPPORT and
MARINE CONSULTANCY
Marine Masters provide operational support and
consultancy in the Salvage and Offshore industry.

Marine Masters’ services cover a complete
range of expertise from Salvage Operations
to Transport & Installation projects. We offer
assistance to owners, salvage companies,
operators and offshore contractors.
We are always in touch with suppliers and
companies to provide creative and innovative
solutions. We focus on quality and costeffectiveness.
Marine Masters are always on stand-by with
24/7 assistance under any circumstance.

Special Casualty Representative
Marine Masters regularly act as Special
Casualty Representative during salvage
operations and wreck removals. As such, our
professionals can be relied upon to protect
the interests of owners, hull & machinery
insurers and P&I clubs in salvage situations.
Salvage Master for Salvage Operations
and Wreck removal
Our Salvage Experts have experience
operating as Salvage Masters, Officers,
Supervisors, Engineers and Naval Architects.
We can either assemble a complete team, or
complement your existing team.
Naval Architect supporting Salvage
Operations and Wreck Removal
Our naval architects have extensive experience with calculations and structural analysis
in support of salvage operations and wreck
removals.
Expert advice and review of claims
Marine Masters offer Expert Witnesses services for arbitration proceedings. Our expert
witnesses are skilled in the art of providing
oral and written evidence which is clear and
understandable. They have the capacity to
articulate the complexities and technical
issues of each case, based on extensive
industry experience and knowledge.

MARINE CONSULTANCY
Marine Masters provide Project
Management, Consultancy and Engineering
services. Our Marine Consultancy track
record includes Transport, Installation and
Load-Outs, Terminal Towage and Offshore
Towage and Logistics. Our experts have
thorough knowledge and experience in the
marine industry as well as offshore construction and engineering.
Transport, Installation and Load-Outs
Project management, operational services
and engineering
We provide project management for the
transportation of heavy and over-dimensioned modules. Our experience includes
transport engineering related to stability,
strength and strengthening of the transport
mean, as well as module lifting and seafastening. We also have know-how on technical
superintendency for the modifications and
outfitting of barge transport.
Terminal Towage
Project Management, commercial services,
brokerage
Marine Masters have experience with operational support to optimize or establish terminal marine services. Our expertise includes
design of the equipment required for fast
and efficient terminal operations, such as
tugs, dive support vessels, supply vessels,
loading or unloading of cargo vessels and
other maritime services.
Offshore Towage and Logistics
Project Management
Our offshore towage and logistics support
contains planning (voyage), engineering
(Naval Architect, bollard pull, stability,
strength, seafastening etc) and towage
project management.

